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Design Refresh
Our signs centre has been

busy in Cloncurry working on

a design refresh for Lemmon's

Store. The signage has 

 undergone a full upgrade

and redesign. Make sure you

take a look when you’re next

in town. 

Social Club Golf Day
We love to see our employees enjoying some
downtime together. Our social club events are a
way for them to refill their cup and bond as a
team. What better location, thanks for having us
Mount Isa Golf Club!



How long have you been with Clancy’s? 

14-months.

What’s your favourite music genre? 

Country.

Pineapple on pizza? Yay or nay? 

No.

Do you have a secret talent? If so, what is it?

No.

How would you describe your job to a bunch of 5-year

old's? 

Playing with sparks.

What is your favourite Hobby?

Restoring old cars, camping and motorbike riding. 

J A M E S  " J I M " M C D E R M O T T

"Every problem is a gift
- without problems we
wouldn't grow."
- Anthony Robbins

Meet Dad's Army

How long have you been with Clancy’s?

Just over 1-year.

What’s your favourite music genre?

4TAB - It's all I have on the radio. 

Pineapple on pizza? Yay or nay?

YAY!

Do you have a secret talent? If so, what is it?

Yes, making sure old men don't get grumpy. 

How would you describe your job to a bunch of 5-

year olds?

Organised chaos.

What is your favourite Hobby?

Spending time with my huge family. 

C O L  R Y D E R

How long have you been with Clancy’s? 

Almost 3-years. 

What’s your favourite music genre?

Anything from the 70s & 80s.

Pineapple on pizza? Yay or nay? 

No conclusive decision yet.

Do you have a secret talent? If so, what is it? 

No comment.

How would you describe your job to a bunch of 5-

year olds? 

Full of fun and eating ice cream all day long. 

What is your favourite Hobby?

Boating & fishing.

H O R S T  F I S C H B E C K

How long have you been with Clancy’s?

18-months.

What’s your favourite music genre?

None.

Pineapple on pizza? Yay or nay?

Yes!

Do you have a secret talent? If so, what is it?

Nope.

How would you describe your job to a bunch of 5-

year olds?

Don't do it! hahaha

What is your favourite Hobby?

None.

J E F F  S T R E N Z E L



The Mount Isa Landcare Group (MILG) has been very busy this past month. During the last

week of July they hosted two visiting landcarers from Brisbane who took part in the “Outback

Landcare Adventure week”. The week started with a group of eleven camping beside the old

town square of Mary Kathleen. The aim at this location was to target the weed called

Mesquite on the old tailings dam and on the creeks leading into the Cameron River. This was

part of an ongoing process to rid the area of the mesquite. The process began last year when

a contractor sprayed most of the large spread at various sites. 

The second portion of the week aimed to treat a patch of Coral Cactus, one located

approximately 25-kilometers East of Mount Isa named “Delta” and the second site

approximately 15-kilometeres down Duchess Road named “Ruth Pearl” (after the nearby

mine). As seen in the below photos Delta has been reduced in size considerably since the

first photo taken in 2016. The MILG believe they are at the final stages of locating the last of

the infestation. They are also pleased to see the cacti plants located on Duchess Road are

riddled with the biological control bug released some years ago by MILG. 

The final portion of the week was spent at a site down river from West Leichhardt Station

Homestead. Treatment of the rubber vine located in this area began a couple of years ago

and the MILG are pleased with the progress seen in their recent visit. With the help of the

station owner the group was able to bring in a QuikSpray unit to release the herbicide

Grazon and water. This is still an ongoing process and will be repeated next year by the MILG

to rid the sites of the infested weeds. 

July Birthdays
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30th

Outback Landcare Adventure



Recently two of our most experienced

refrigeration technicians carried out an install

at Hastings Deering for three 14kw cassettes.

The job was very challenging due to the

height of the install but ensuring the safety of

our technicians and any patron is always key

before any work is carried out at Clancy

Corporation. Once all safety procedures were

implemented our team got to work running

all new cabling and pipe work for the three

cassette refrigeration units.

Well done Dave & Al, always producing

fantastic craftsmanship! 

Hastings Deering - Shed Revamp

Clancy Corp are
now a Solaport

Distributor!
Call us today to get

a quote for your
home.


